STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SECRETARY OF STATE

ARTICLES OF MERGER - LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Pursuant to Section 33-44-905 of the 1976 S.C. Code of Laws, as amended, the undersigned as the surviving limited liability company (or other surviving entity), delivers to the Secretary of State these articles of merger executed by each constituent limited liability company and each other entity which is a party to the merger, and sets forth the following information:

1. The name of the surviving or resulting limited liability company (or other surviving entity) is:

WesDyne International LLC

The address of the surviving or resulting limited liability company (or other surviving entity) is:

1000 Westinghouse Drive, Ste 143
(City, Street Address, State, Zip Code)

Jurisdiction of Formation: Delaware

The surviving entity is a Limited Liability Company or a: limited liability company (Type of Entity)

Date its initial articles were filed in jurisdiction: 3/8/1999

If a foreign entity, the date when an application for authority was filed by the South Carolina Secretary of State or, if an application has not been filed, a statement to that effect: 07/30/2010

2. If a South Carolina limited liability company is the surviving entity, specify in the following space such changes in its articles of organization as are necessary by reason of the merger. (Note: Changes to the name of the entity or the Registered Agent must be filed on the appropriate forms.)

N/A

3. For a South Carolina Limited Liability Company or entity (other than the surviving entity), state the date the articles of formation were filed with the South Carolina Secretary of State.

Name of South Carolina entity:

N/A

Date its articles of organization were filed: __________
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4. If a party to the merger (other than the surviving entity) is a foreign entity, specify the jurisdiction and filing date of its initial organizational documents and the date when its application for authority was filed by the South Carolina Secretary of State or, if an application has not been filed, a statement to that effect.

Name of foreign entity
Westinghouse Government Services, LLC

Date its initial articles were filed: 3/10/2016

Date of filing of application for authority (or statement): 05/06/2016

Jurisdiction of Formation: Delaware

5. The plan of merger has been approved and signed by each limited liability company and any other entity that is to merge.

6. The effective date of merger is: 3/13/19

7. ☒ Check this box if the surviving entity is not a South Carolina limited liability company. Since the surviving entity is not a South Carolina limited liability company, it is agreed that the surviving entity (as specified in Item #1), may be served with process in South Carolina and is subject to liability in any action or proceeding for the enforcement of any liability or obligation of any limited liability company previously subject to suit in South Carolina which is to merge, and for the enforcement, as provided in Chapter 44 of title 33, 1976 South Carolina Code of Laws, as amended, of the right of members of any limited liability company to receive payment for their interest against the surviving entity.

8. A copy of the plan of merger will be furnished by the surviving limited liability company (or other surviving entity), on request and without cost, to any member of any limited liability company or any person holding an interest in any other entity that is to merge.

The articles of merger must be signed on behalf of each entity that is a party to the merger.

(Signature)

(Print Name)
Robert S. Cochran / Manager
(Capacity)

Date: __________

Name of Company or Entity:
WesDyne International LLC
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(Signature)
Robert S. Cochran
(Print Name)
Manager
(Capacity)

Date:

Name of Company or Entity:
Westinghouse Government Services LLC
I, JEFFREY W. BULLOCK, SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THE ATTACHED IS A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF MERGER, WHICH Merges:

"WESTINGHOUSE GOVERNMENT SERVICES LLC", A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY,

WITH AND INTO "WESDYNE INTERNATIONAL LLC" UNDER THE NAME OF "WESDYNE INTERNATIONAL LLC", A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, AS RECEIVED AND FILED IN THIS OFFICE ON THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF MARCH, A.D. 2019, AT 3:03 O'CLOCK P.M.

[Signature]

Jeffrey W. Bullock, Secretary of State

5985275 8100M
SR# 20197953583
Authentication: 203951560
Date: 11-06-19
You may verify this certificate online at corp.delaware.gov/authver.shtml
STATE OF DELAWARE
CERTIFICATE OF MERGER OF
DOMESTIC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

Pursuit to Title 6, Section 18-201 of the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, the
undersigned limited liability company organized and existing under and by virtue of the
Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, executed the following Certificate of Merger:

FIRST: The name of the surviving limited liability company is WesDyne
International LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, and the name of the limited liability
company being merged into this surviving limited liability company is Westinghouse
Government Services LLC, a Delaware limited liability company.

SECOND: The Agreement of Merger has been approved, adopted, certified, executed
and acknowledged by each of the constituent limited liability companies in accordance with the
requirements of the Limited Liability Company Act of the State of Delaware.

THIRD: The name of the surviving limited liability company is WesDyne
International LLC.

FOURTH: The merger is to become effective upon the filing of this Certificate of
Merger with the Delaware Department of State.

FIFTH: The Agreement of Merger is on file 5801 Bluff Road, Hopkins, SC
29061, USA, the place of business of the surviving limited liability company.

SIXTH: A copy of the Agreement of Merger will be furnished by the surviving
limited liability company, on request and without cost, to any member of the constituent limited
liability companies.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said surviving limited liability company has caused this
certificate to be signed by an authorized person, the 13th day of March, A.D. 2019.

WESDyne INTERNATIONAL LLC

By: _______________________
Name: Gregory Turley
Title: President